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About This Game

How To Be A Real Dude is an open world sandbox game. This is a life simulator. The main objective is to enjoy what you are
doing. You can do whatever you want. You can explore the town, find money and spend it to buy something, kill someone, enter

any building – just everything that can be done in real life. You can live a regular life of an ordinary person or you can do any
crazy things, play jokes on other people, and so on – it is all up to you.
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Title: How To Be A Real Dude
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 9 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space
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how real is dude perfect. how to be a real dude game. how to be a real dude. how to be a real dude download. how to be a real
dude steam

good game worth it all ways go back to it now and then. Is this a good game? Don't know. Crashes during the tutorial.. From
what I have played so far, I can tell you that this game is a very unique experience.

The game is an early access, FPS shooter. There are currently three gamemodes, Strike, Anamoly, and Coop. The game is a test
of speed and skill as you try to complete each level as fast as you can to earn higher medals. The levels aren't a walk in the park
either, they are all very challenging, and if you don't have the patience to repeatedly play levels over and over to get the highest
medal, don't buy this.

The graphics are very nice. They are above average for a game like this, and compliment it nicely. The game has many graphics
options which affect the performance. On a mid-range machine on high settings, I get around 50-60 fps. No complaints there.

The level designs are very cool and are part of the reason the game is so challenging. The levels are a decent size, but usually
very narrow, or make you go in a narrow path. The constrictive environment makes the game more difficult, and I personally
really like this idea.

Strike involves levels with robotic-looking enemies with guns and turrets. You have to run through the level as quick as you can
without dying. Pretty straightforward, but can be difficult.

Anamoly is my personal favorite, but unfortunately doesn't have nearly as many levels as Strike. You have to run through the
constrictive environments as quick as you can while trying to fight through a horde of zombies. Difficult, but fun, and the
zombies are very cool.

I have not been able to test Coop due to the lack of players. Will update when I try it.

The developers seem devoted to the game, and I have no problem giving them 15 bucks for this game, it's worth it. They are
committed to making the game the best it can be, and appreciate feedback. Updates aren't too far apart from each other, and
add a decent amount of content. This game has a lot of potential, and the developers know that.

Things that I think would be great for this game:
A co-op zombie mode, where you fight waves of zombies until your team dies. I would personally love to see this.
Steam Workshop to allow people can share levels.
Map editor, a tool to create and share custom levels via Steam Workshop.
Custom gamemodes, it'd be cool for this game to be able to have user-created gamemodes like Garry's Mod.
Campaign? Not sure if there are plans for this or not, but it would be cool to have a story driven campaign mode for this game.
Weapon customization, weapon and health pickups on maps, and explosive weapons (RPGs, grenades).

Overall this game is great, and if you want to support it in its alpha stage, then buy it.. cant see anyting in the game black. Do
read the system requirements. I don't recommend you try and play the game if your PC doesn't meet the recommended
requirements, especially the 16 GB RAM. The game is not well optimized. I think a lot of the complaints about the game being
laggy or not loading are from people with inadequate PCs. I don't get lag often. Some servers do have some, I suspect they are
running with too little RAM. Do find a server with a decent ping to play on. I don't recommend you play on an official server,
too many griefers.

I do not recommend the game to you if your patience is low. You will wait 5 to 10 minutes for it to load into a server. Do not
kill the game even if it appears unresponsive. Give it a few minutes. If it says you are in the queue, wait a few minutes, it will
load you in eventually. This was the hardest part for me to get used to.

I find myself playing and not wanting to stop. The progression system keeps you busy working on that next thing to learn or the
next creature to find and kill. The map is huge if you like to explore, but not so big you can't get anywhere on a horse in maybe
1\/2 hour. So many different things to do. Well worth the $10 I got it for when it was on sale.
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I got this game 75% off and i don't think i would play it even if it was free. The UI is really bad and it seems more like a game
that's in early alpha than a final game. It's like there is no thought that went in to it. The sadest part is that Out of the Park
Baseball is so good and this is from the same company. No clue what they are thinking releasing this as it is.. This was a funny
and an interesting game to play. I enjoyed the unique upgrades it had to offer (especially using a shotgun to blast that one last
card that had no draws for it). Thank you for making this game. :). Just aweful. Clunky controls, terrible optimization and it just
looks like an asset flip.. Controlls are terrible. There are many bugs like : when i tried to wallrun it gliched me into the wall. I
want a refund. And again THE GAME IS♥♥♥♥♥♥. Let the quest begin!
This is a game I would pay for, but here it is free!
It is an old school point and click with campy entertaining dialog that is smart and sarcastic.
The hand drawn graphics are crisp and eye catching, the game ran seamlessly with no problems.
I have not finished it, but I was having so much fun I wanted to stop and post a quick review. This game is amazing, brings out
the fun in bombing without worrying about police. I have not encountered any bugs. The flare system is a little unrealistic i will
say that. But i have had a great time, and i will continue to have a great time. Amazing game, if you are interested in graffiti
pick it up.. This is a great quick play area control game that is a lot deeper than one would at first suspect. I understand the
game, mechanically, thought the strategy part is still a challenge. Once I have a better grasp of this I plan on playing against
human opponents. For a relatively abstract game it does have a reasonable amount of "historical flavor". For the price, if you
like abstract, Civil War, Area Control or Mark Herman games this is a definite no brainer to pickup.
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